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Operations Committee - June Report

The main focus of Operations Committee has been to draft up the policies to go into the
handbook. With SAC officially dissolved, the AMS currently has no specific policies in place
with matters concerning clubs, the Nest, and Sustainability, matters that SAC had dealt with
in its presence.
Operations Committee is using the SAC Handbook as a guide as it is forming its own
policies. As this is a long process, the committee intends to meet more often than required
and to do additional work outside of committee meetings.
While the initial goals of solidifying the classifications and support of various clubs on
campus is still a priority and a goal for this committee, we felt that the drafting of policies for
the handbook is something that should be dealt with immediately.
The goal is to have the entire handbook written up before the end of the summer, with a
timeline of what the new committee in September can take on throughout the year that the
summer committee was unable to get to because of this incident.
Additionally, Operations Committee recently denied a free booking request from Common
Energy, an external group on Campus. The reason for this is because as they are not AMS
affiliated, nor is their event a collaboration with an AMS affiliated group (i.e.: Sustainability),
the committee did not see a convincing reason for why an exception to paying a fee for a
booking is justified. It is being recommended by the committee that they look into a potential
collaboration with AMS sustainability, or, if they desire a free booking, to make other
arrangements. More information can be found in the meeting minutes that will be distributed
for approval for the July 19th council meeting.
During the first Operations Committee meeting, Julian Villafuerte-Diaz was appointed the
Vice Chair and will be attending the Steering Committee on the Operations Committee’s
behalf.
No motions are being presented to council beyond the approval of the May 31st meeting
minutes.

